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how to tune a balalaika get tuned com - the balalaika is a stringed instrument that emerged in the 15th century in russia
the balalaika is unique that it has a triangular body and 3 strings or sometimes 6 in 3 pairs the strings on the balalaika are
usually plucked by the fingers but it can also be played with a plectrum pick, balalaika russiapedia of russian origin - play
balalaika balalaika is a traditional russian instrument with a wooden triangle shaped body and three or rarely six or four
strings it is sometimes called a russian three string guitar for centuries balalaika was a popular village folk instrument played
by skomorokhs a kind of jester musician to entertain people together with garmon accordion balalaika is a russian symbol,
balalaika musical instrument britannica com - balalaika it was developed in the 18th century from the dombra or domra a
round bodied long necked three stringed lute played in russia and central asia the balalaika is made in six sizes from piccolo
to double bass and has a flat back and a triangular table or belly that tapers to the fretted neck
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